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As a typical feature of written English, nominalization has been approached by 
linguists of various schools from different perspectives for decades. This thesis, based 
on the framework of Systematic Functional Grammar, takes an empirical approach, 
with the aid of quantitative and descriptive analysis, to examine the distribution of 
nominalization in the writing of Chinese English majors and probe into the underlying 
factors. The thesis reviews the definitions, classification and functions of 
nominalization, and various approaches on nominalization, as well as the five 
measures to assess writings of EFL learners. The present study aims to answer three 
questions: (1) what is the distribution of nominalization application in L2 writing of 
English majors in China? does the frequency of nominalization in L2 writing increase 
as the learners’ L2 proficiency increases? (2) are nominalizations properly used in the 
writing of English majors? (3) what elements contribute to the distribution and 
frequency of the nominalization application in L2 writing of English majors in China? 
The present study selects 60 compositions written by English major freshmen 
and 60 compositions written by English major sophomores in Xiamen University to 
set up two corpus concerning nominalization. Data of nominalization of five types are 
searched. And a series of t tests are conducted through SPSS to examine whether 
significant differences exist between the two groups concerning various types of 
nominalizations.  
The research verifies the positive correlation between English major learners’ L2 
proficiency and the frequency of nominalization in their L2 writing, and indicates that 
adjective nominalizations and verb nominalizations constitute the majority of 
nominalizations in English majors’ L2 writings. And learners of higher English 
proficiency display more flexibility in producing verb nominalization and 
nominalizations suffixed as –ing and –ity than learners of lower English proficiency. 














to apply properly nominalizations to the context. While English major freshmen tend 
to misspell nominalizations in English writing. Last, negative language transfer, 
internal lexicons and productivity of suffixes are predominant factors contribute to the 
nominalization applications in English writings of Chinese English major learners. 
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